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Magnetic coupling in the insulating and metallic ferromagnetic La1ÀxCaxMnO3
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Low-energy spin excitations play an essential role in determining the characteristics of the phase transitions
in the colossal magnetoresistant manganese-oxides~manganites!. Inelastic neutron scattering has been utilized
to study the spin excitations of the ferromagnetic~FM! La12xCaxMnO3 ~LCMO! as a function of hole doping
x ~0.2, 0.25, and 0.30! and temperature, above and below the Curie temperatureTC . While the spin-diffusion
coefficientsL(T) andTC’s increase smoothly with doping concentrationx, the spin-stiffness constantD(T) for
the insulating LCMO is 3 times smaller than that of the metallic LCMO. Furthermore, the paramagnetic-to-
ferromagnetic phase transitions in LCMO manganites investigated have nonvanishing extrapolated values of
D(T) asT→TC and nondiverging spin-correlation lengths atTC . These results present a serious challenge to
the understanding of these materials using models such as Heisenberg ferromagnetism, double exchange, or
modified double exchange.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.224429 PACS number~s!: 72.15.Gd, 61.12.Ld, 71.30.1h
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The elementary spin excitations in a ferromagnet can p
vide direct information about the magnetic interactions fro
the spins associated with the unpaired electrons in the
tem. Below the Curie temperatureTC , when the spins orde
ferromagnetically, the elementary magnetic excitations
propagating spin waves. The energy change of the system
a small magnetic disturbance with wave vectorq is charac-
terized by the spin-wave stiffness coefficientD(T) for small
q.1 Above TC in the spin-disordered paramagnetic~PM!
state, the spin excitations can only propagate through
spin-diffusion process and the response of the system fo
same magnetic disturbance is measured by the spin-diffu
coefficientL(T).2 In the hydrodynamic limit of long wave
lengths~smallq) and small frequencies,D(T) andL(T) are
related to the spin-wave energy\v and the energy width o
the magnetic diffuse scatteringG(q) via the quadratic form
\v5D1Dq2 and G(q)51/t5Lq2, whereD is the small
dipolar gap arising from the spin anisotropy andt is the
spin-relaxation time.

In the mixed-valent ferromagnetic~FM! manganese ox
ides A12xBxMnO3 (A is trivalent andB divalent ion!, the
ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic transition is intimately
lated to a metal-to-insulator~MI ! transition.3 The basic mi-
croscopic mechanism for such behavior is believed to be
double-exchange~DE! interaction,4 where FM coupling be-
tween localized Mnt2g spins is mediated by the hopping o
eg electrons@with kinetic energy~KE!# which enables the
avoidance of the Hund’s-rule energy (JH). The DE model
makes clear predictions about the nature of the spin exc
tions and their dependence upon the electronic bandwi
KE, TC , and doping concentrationx. In the semiclassica
approximation of this model, the spin-wave dispersion of
ferromagnet can be mapped onto that of a nearest-neig
Heisenberg Hamiltonian.5–8 For FM A12xBxMnO3 with x
'0.3, the TC’s and zero-temperature electric conductiv
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can be continually suppressed by differentA(B) substitu-
tions until an insulating, charge-ordered ground state
stabilized.9 When the average ionic size of ionsA(B) is
small, the system is insulating. As the ionic sizeA(B) be-
comes larger, the system turns into a metal. Although s
ionic size effect is commonly thought to originate from i
dependence of the electronic bandwidth through the bend
of the Mn-O-Mn bond,9 systematic neutron scattering me
surements show that a number of features in spin-wave
citations of A0.7B0.3MnO3 are inconsistent with such a de
scription. In particular, spin-wave excitations of the low
TC A0.7B0.3MnO3 cannot be described from the neare
neighbor Heisenberg Hamiltonian.10–12 First, there is an
anomalous central diffusive component in spin-wave exc
tions for A0.7B0.3MnO3 as TC is approached.10 Second, the
FM spin-wave stiffnessD(T) for A0.7B0.3MnO3 that should
follow the electronic bandwidth andTC exhibits little com-
position dependence.11 Finally, anomalous zone-boundar
spin-wave softening and broadening are observed for
low-TC A0.7B0.3MnO3 manganites.12

Although some features of spin-wave excitations
A0.7B0.3MnO3 deviate from expectations of the semiclassic
approximation of the DE model, considerations of the ex
solution of the DE model for finite systems,13–15approximate
calculations of DE for infinite systems,16 or orbital effects in
addition to the DE mechanism17,18 may explain the anoma
lous results.10–12 For example, large zone-boundary magn
softening and broadening are natural consequences of
more precise calculations of the DE model13–16 or orbital
effects in addition to the DE-mechanism.17,18 Since these
theories in their present forms13–18are not expected to affec
the small-momentum spin excitations, it is interesting to e
plore these excitations in a range of dopingx below and
aboveTC . If a current DE-based model is sufficient to e
plain the properties ofA0.7B0.3MnO3,13–18 it should also ac-
count for the doping dependence of the spin excitations.
©2001 The American Physical Society29-1
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For a conventional cubic Heisenberg ferromagnet w
only nearest-neighbor spin exchange interaction,D(0) scales
with the magnitude of the exchange couplingJ.1 Since the
latter also controls theTC , the ratio of D(0)/kTC is ex-
pected to be a constant.1 Previous work on FM metallic
A0.7B0.3MnO3 found that D(0)/kTC values deviate from
such behavior and become larger for materials with low
TC’s.11 However, because the low-TC materials also have
nonvanishingD(T) at TC , the TC’s in these materials are
thought to be prematurely terminated by the appearanc
lattice and magnetic polarons.19,20 In the strong-coupling
limit (KE!JH) of a DE ferromagnet,D(0) ~Refs. 5–8! and
L ~Ref. 21! are found to be approximately proportional
KE, TC , and x for small x. Even in the exact
calculations,13–15 D(0) is expected to closely follow the
Heisenberg Hamiltonian and increase smoothly withx for
0.15<x<0.45. For the FM La12xSrxMnO3 ~LSMO!, neu-
tron scattering measurements indeed show that the expe
behavior forD(0) as a function ofx is observed.22–24

In this article, we use neutron scattering to demonstr
that the doping dependence of the spin excitations in
La12xCaxMnO3 ~LCMO! is unexpected from the Heisenbe
or current DE-based models.5–8,13–18Although theTC’s of
the LCMO increase smoothly with increasing hole dopi
for 0.2<x<0.33,25 we show thatD(0) andL, measured at
low T and 1.1TC , respectively, have dramatically differen
doping dependence as one goes from the insula
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 ~LCMO20,TC517861 K as determined by
the in situ elastic neutron diffraction on the@1,0,0# and
@1,1,0# Bragg peaks! to the metallic La0.75Ca0.25MnO3
~LCMO25, TC519161 K) and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
~LCMO30, TC523861 K).19 In contrast to the expecte
linear doping-dependent behavior forD(0) and L @i.e.,
D(0)}L}x], D(0) of LCMO20 was found to be 3 time
smaller than that of LCMO25 and LCMO30 whileL at
1.1TC is proportional tox. In addition, the ferromagnetic-to
paramagnetic transitions in all three ferromagnets have n
vanishing extrapolated values ofD(T) asT→TC and nondi-
verging spin-correlation lengths atTC . The spin excitations
of the metallic LCMO25 and LCMO30 are dominated by t
spin-diffusive process asT→TC ,10,11 while no evidence of
the same behavior was found in the insulating LCMO20
low TC . SinceD(T) andL measure the spin response of
ferromagnet to an external magnetic disturbance below
aboveTC , the surprising result of their different doping d
pendence in LCMO presents a challenge to the underst
ing of these materials using models such as Heisenberg
romagnetism, double exchange, or modified dou
exchange.

Our experiments were carried out on the HB-1 a
HB-1A triple-axis spectrometers at the High-Flux Isoto
Reactor of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.11,12 We have
used pyrolytic graphite~PG! as the monochromator and cry
tals of PG or Be as the analyzer with the final neutron ene
fixed atEf513.6 meV~2.46 Å!. Most of the measurement
were performed using Be~1,0,1! as analyzer with collima-
tions of, proceeding from the reactor to the detector, 40-
40-120 min@full width at half maximum~FWHM!#. Such a
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spectrometer setup provides an energy resolution at the
tic (\v50) position ofDE50.5 meV. The twinned LCMO
single crystals haveO8-orthorhombic structure slightly dis
torted from the cubic lattice.26–28 For simplicity we use a
pseudocubic unit cell with lattice parameters ofa'b'c
'3.87 Å, 3.87 Å, and 3.86 Å for LCMO20, LCMO25, an
LCMO30, respectively. The momentum transfersQ
5(qx ,qy ,qz) in units of Å21 are at positions (H,K,L)
5(qxa/2p,qya/2p,qza/2p) in reciprocal lattice units~rlu!.
The crystals were oriented to allow wave vectors of the fo
(H,K,K) to be accessible in the horizontal scattering pla

Figure 1 shows representative constant-q inelastic neutron
scans at various temperatures for LCMO20, LCMO25, a
LCMO30. Below 0.9TC , well-defined spin-wave peaks ar
found in the neutron energy gain (\v,0) and energy loss
(\v.0) sides for all three samples. At low temperatures,
three data sets show spin-wave excitations of similar en
gies. However, the wave vectors are atq50.08 rlu for
LCMO25 and LCMO30 @Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!# and at q
50.14 rlu for LCMO20@Fig. 1~a!#. Since the spin-wave en
ergy follows the quadratic dependence onq, this means that
D(0) for LCMO20 is considerably smaller than that fo
LCMO25 and LCMO30. For insulating LCMO20@Fig. 1~a!#,
the excitations soften and become more intense asT→TC .
For LCMO25 and LCMO30, which exhibit MI transition
aroundTC ,25 the excitations show a slow spin-wave ener
renormalization and domination of a central diffusive co
ponent in the spectra forT.0.9TC . As shown in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c!, the growth of the central component in LCMO2
and LCMO25 asT→TC is at the expense of spin-wav

FIG. 1. Constant-q scans at@11q,0,0# for LCMO20 at q
50.14 rlu ~a!, LCMO25 at q50.08 rlu ~b!, and LCMO30 atq
50.08 rlu~c!. The solid lines are resolution-limited Gaussian fits
the data. The weak nonmagnetic contribution to the scatterin
\v50 has been subtracted from identical measurements at 1
~see Refs. 10 and 11.!
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MAGNETIC COUPLING IN THE INSULATING AND. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 224429
excitations.10,11,20 Its absence in the insulating LCMO20
T,TC suggests that the appearance of the central diffu
component in LCMO25 and LCMO30 belowTC is inti-
mately related to the MI transitions in these materials.

For a Heisenberg ferromagnet, theT dependence of the
spin-wave stiffness is expected to follow mode-mode c
pling theory withD(T)5D(0)(12AT5/2) at low T/TC . As
T→TC , D(T) should renormalize to zero atTC as @(T
2TC)/TC#n2b with n2b50.34.29 To determine ifD(T) in
LCMO follows the expected behavior, we measured the sp
wave dispersion curves at small wave vectors. Figure
shows the outcome ofD(T) obtained by fitting the disper
sion using\v5D1Dq2. In all three cases, a very sma
dipolar (D<0.05 meV) energy gap was found and for pra
tical purposes neglected. In Fig. 3,D(T) derived from the
dispersion curves in Fig. 2 is plotted as a function ofT/TC
for LCMO20, LCMO25, and LCMO30. Three importan
conclusions can be drawn from the figure. First,D(0) for the
insulating LCMO20 is roughly 3 times smaller than that f
the metallic LCMO25 and LCMO30. Second,D(T) shows
no evidence for the expected spin-wave collapse atTC . Fi-
nally, the normalized spin stiffnessD(T)/D(0) for all three
ferromagnets exhibits almost the sameT dependence asT
→TC @see the inset of Fig. 3~c!# even though the spin exci
tations of LCMO20 do not have the central diffusive comp
nent belowTC . Therefore, theD(0)/kTC value for LCMO
exhibits opposite behavior from that ofA0.7B0.3MnO3 and
becomes smaller for the lower-TC LCMO20. This is difficult
to understand within the Heisenberg Hamiltonian.

Although measurements ofD(T) can determine an effec
tive J in the FM state, information concerning the magne
interaction and relaxation in the PM state can only be
tained through measuring the spin-diffusion coefficie
L(T). To establish the doping dependence ofL(T), we mea-
sured the intrinsic energy widthG(q) of the central diffusive
component as a function of wave vectorq at 1.1TC for
LCMO20, LCMO25, and LCMO30. The magnetic centr
diffusive scattering was obtained by subtracting the lowT
weak nonmagnetic elastic incoherent scattering at\v
50 meV from the measurements at 1.1TC . The left and
right panels of Fig. 4 show the wave vector dependence
the central diffuse scattering for LCMO20 and LCMO2
respectively. In contrast to the wave vector dependenc

FIG. 2. Spin-wave energy vs wave vector used to determine
spin-wave stiffnessD(T) at various temperatures for~a! LCMO20,
~b! LCMO25, and~c! LCMO30. Note the differences in the wav
vector values between LCMO20 and LCMO25.
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the spin wave energy belowTC ~Fig. 1!, the wave vector
dependence of the energy width for the spin central diffus
component is almost identical for insulating LCMO20 a
metallic LCMO25 at 1.1TC ~left and right panels of Fig. 4!.
We fitted the measuredG(q) to G(q)5Lq2 and the outcome
of the fit is shown in Fig. 5~a!. For completeness, we als
included the L for LCMO33.10 Clearly, L increases
smoothly with increasingx for LCMO and shows no dra-
matic difference in its value for insulating or metall
LCMO. In the KE!T!JH limit, the DE model givesL
}KE}tx(12x), where t is the usual electron hoppin
amplitude.21 This means that, to the lowest order,L should
be proportional tox, a prediction that is consistent with th
results of Fig. 5~a!.

However, in the same KE!JH limit, the DE model pre-
dicts that the low-T spin stiffnessD(0) should also be pro-
portional tox.5–8 In Fig. 5~b!, we plot the doping dependenc
of the spin-wave stiffness measured on the same sampl
10 K. On increasing the doping fromx50.2 to 0.25,D(0)
shows a threefold jump in magnitude~from 50 meV Å2 for
LCMO20 to 150 meV Å2 for LCMO25! while theTC andL
values for these two materials are essentially the same.
further increasing the doping from LCMO25 to LCMO30
both D(0) and L(1.1TC) increase slightly~Fig. 5!. Thus,
while D(0) and L(1.1TC) are probing the magnetic re
sponse of a ferromagnet below and aboveTC , the differ-
ences in their doping dependence for LCMO suggest
these values are controlled by different magnetic inter

e

FIG. 3. Spin-wave stiffnessD(T) vs T/TC for LCMO20 ~open
circles!, LCMO25 ~solid circles!, and LCMO30~solid squares!. The
solid line is the estimatedT dependence of theD(T) using D(T)
5D(0)(12AT5/2). The inset in~c! shows the normalized spin
wave stiffnessD(T)/D(0) vs T/TC for LCMO20, LCMO25, and
LCMO30.
9-3
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DAI, FERNANDEZ-BACA, PLUMMER, TOMIOKA, AND TOKURA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224429
tions. As the unmodified DE model predicts a FM metal
phase when 0,x,1, the observation of an insulating FM
LCMO20 suggests that ferromagnetism in this material or
nates from superexchange interaction.30 Alternatively, if DE
still applies to LCMO20, its insulating behavior may be t
consequence of polaron and orbital ordering.31

To further establish the nature of the FM phase transiti
in LCMO20 and LCMO25, we performed systematic sta
wave-vector-dependent susceptibilityxq(\v50) and static
spin-spin correlation length measurements.11,29For a conven-
tional second-order FM phase transition, the spin suscept
ity should show a cusp at the FM transition and the spin-s
correlation length is expected to diverge atTC .29 The T de-
pendence ofxq(\v50) for LCMO20 and LCMO25 at sev
eral wave vectors is shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. While the
data for LCMO20 have a well-defined cusp atTC @Fig. 6~a!#,
xq(\v50) at identical wave vectors for LCMO25 show
broadened peaks with maxima at temperatures somewha
low TC similar to other low-TC A0.7B0.3MnO3 manganites.11

To obtain the spin-spin correlation lengths, we least-squ
fitted the measured static spin correlation at eachT to an
Ornstein-Zernike cross section@i.e., I}1/(k21q2)] convo-
luted with the instrumental resolution.29 From the fits at vari-

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the paramagnetic scatterin
various wave vectors atT'1.1TC for LCMO20 ~left panel! and
LCMO30 ~right panel!. The data are used to determine the sp
diffusion coefficients L using G(q)5Lq2 for LCMO20 and
LCMO25. Note that the energy widths for LCMO20 and LCMO2
are similar at the same wave vectors.
22442
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ous temperatures we extracted the spin-correlation len
j(T) via j(T)51/k(T), wherek(T) measures the width o
the spin-correlation function in Å21. Figures 6~c! and 6~d!
show theT dependence ofj for LCMO20 and LCMO25,
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FIG. 5. L at T'1.1TC ~a! and D at 10 K ~b! as a function of
nominal hole dopingx for LCMO. The estimated phase boundari
for canted AF insulator~CAFI!, FM insulator~FI!, and FM metal
~FM! are marked by dashed lines. The error bars are given by
tical lines or smaller than the symbol size. Data for LCMO33 a
from Ref. 10.

FIG. 6. ~a! Temperature dependence of the static wave-vec
dependent susceptibilityxq(\v50) for LCMO20. ~b! xq(\v
50) for LCMO25. The energy resolution of the spectrometer
elastic position is about 0.4 meV. TheT dependence of the spin
correlation lengthj(T) for ~c! LCMO20 and~d! LCMO25.
9-4
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respectively. For LCMO20,j(T) increases from;10 Å to
35 Å asT→TC but does not diverge atTC . Similarly, j(T)
for LCMO25 remains small ('30 Å) at TC and grows to
over 100 Å only at temperatures belowTC . Therefore, FM
LCMO manganites have nonvanishing spin stiffnessD(T)
and nondiverging spin-correlation lengthj(T) at TC , sug-
gesting unconventional FM phase transitions in th
materials.32

Clearly, the spin dynamics of LCMO exhibits a variety
intriguing properties that are unexpected from Heisenbe1

or the current DE-based models.5–8,13–18,21In particular, the
large difference inD(0) for LCMO20 and LCMO25 that
have similarTC’s and spin-diffusion coefficients is puzzling
If the strange magnetism and the resistivity rise in LCMO
~Refs. 25 and 19! are due to the segregation of the mater
into metallic and insulating phases,33 one would expect tha
the metallic regions are FM and the insulating regions
either antiferromagnetic~AF! with the AF component below
our detection limit or PM. In this scenario, theD(0) stem-
ming from the FM metallic regions of the sample shou
increase smoothly withx and be independent of the bu
resistivity. Clearly, this is not observed in Fig. 5~b!. Since the
neutron is a bulk probe with a coherence length of;300 Å,
our results indicate that the low-T insulating behavior in
LCMO20 cannot be due to the micron-sized metallic F
clusters inside the insulating AF/PM matrix as sugges
from the tunneling experiments.34 However, whether the
anomalous spin excitations in LCMO can be induced by
n-
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.
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nanometer-sized short-range charge correlations in LC
~Ref. 19! or not is unclear.

In summary, neutron scattering was used to investigate
spin excitations in FM LCMO for the doping range 0.2<x
<0.3. We establish the doping dependence of the spin-w
stiffness and the spin-diffusion coefficients. We find th
D(0)/kTC for LCMO does not follow the expectations o
Heisenberg ferromagnets. AlthoughD(0) andL are probing
the energy changes of the system for a small magnetic
turbance below and aboveTC , these two quantities are
found to behave differently with doping. WhileL aroundTC
for LCMO increases smoothly with increasing doping,D at
low T exhibits a dramatic increase from the insulati
LCMO20 to metallic LCMO25. Furthermore, th
ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transitions in LCMO
the hole doping range 0.2<x<0.3 have nonvanishing spin
wave stiffness and nondiverging spin-correlation length
TC .

Note added. After the submission of the present man
script, we became aware of a related paper by Biotteau
co-workers.35 These authors reached the same conclusion
the present paper about the weak spin-wave stiffness
La12xCaxMnO3 with x<0.2.

We thank E. Dagotto, R. S. Fishman, T. A. Kaplan,
Khaliullin, and Jiandi Zhang for helpful discussions. Th
work was supported by the U.S. DOE under Contract N
DE-AC05-00OR22725 with UT-Battelle, LLC, by
JRCAT of Japan, and by NSF Grant No. DMR-0072998.
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